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• Loading/unloading systems are
productive time.

• Expandable storage capacity
unattended operation.

• Simple, quick-change toolmg i
CAD/CAM designed and
machines have become the
automotive, truck and
Ifyou'd like to find out
can improve your.
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Matrix CNC Thread Grinders ...

CNC Thread Grinders from Matrix can
drastically reduce your production time.
Programmable control of infeed and
auto-grind cycle, plunge grinding cycles
and dressing, combined with the largest
family of thread grinders in the world,
make Matrix the logical choice to solve
your grinding problems regardless of
material or application.

Appropriate to a multitude of applica-
tions, Matrix CNC Thread Grinders are
ideal tor ball screw production, internal
and external A. P.1. grinding, worm grin-
ding, micrometer and surgical screw
production, grinding the tracks in recir-
culating ball nuts, and many more.
These Matrix machines can handle
almost any aspect of precision grinding.

1&00 4150 5150 69011 70lIO
Series Series Series Internal Lg. Capacity

Swing over table ways 8" 15 '·75" 15"·75" 19" 15.5"
Distance between centers 18 ' 49" 90" 197"
Maximum groumljength ----e"- -41" 78" 118" 161"
Maximum ground diameter· B" 12£ 12.5" 10" 10"
Grinding wheel diameter 14" . 20" 1" to 5" 20"
HP of wheelhead drive 5 and 712 10, 20 or 2S 10, 20 or 25 5 10.20 or 25
Helix of wheel. LH & RH 20° 45° 45<> 10° 24°
Workhead thru bore 1.5" 3.97" 3.97" NJA 6%"

Internal or external threads of virtually
any form, Single or multi-start, right or
left hand, parallel or tapered can be
easily ground with or without relief. It
only takes the right Matrix CNC Thread
Grinder for the Job.

Choices of wheel dressing units are
available in conventional template or
drasserarm style. diamond roll, crush
roll plus a versatile CNC Dress Unit.

Several of the more popular Matrix
thread grinding models are shown in the
table at left. Details on other models
available can be obtained by writing or
calling Matnx-Churchill Corporation,
5903 Harper Road, Solon, Ohio 44139
or 2161248-7950. FAX 216-248-7981.

IMATBIZ-CBDBCBILL I
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Before you buy a ,eNC Gear
~ Inspection' System, ask

these four Question,s'

1. ,Canwe get complete inspection of
both gears and cuttinglools?
With the 1M& 1M20001ac System, the answer is
~, The system will test lead and involute profile
characteristics of lintemall or external 'gears and splines.
It Is the only universal gear tester available which provides
true index testing without expensive attachments. In addition,
we have fully-developed software for checking hobs. shaver
cotters.snaper culters, and other cylindrical parts such as
worms and cams.

Hob Pressure Angle Check Shaver Culler Lead Check

2. Can you customize sonware to meet our quality-
inspection specifications?
.At 1M& 1MPrecision, we write and develop our ow~ninspection
software. Our technical team can and has implemented in-
spection specifications into specific software for individuall re-
quirements. Our current library includes line/curve fitting as
weJJas modified K-charf .analysis routines.

UneiCurve FIlling Modified K-Chalt Analysis

3. OK, you can Inspect gears
and cutting tools. What else lisavail'able to

aid us in quality control of the manufactur,ing
process? . .

At 1M& 1MPrecision, we 'have fully integrated such advanoed
soflware packages as Statistical IProcess Controll and Tooth
Topography into our standard testing software. Our SPC pro-
gram can identify llon-.r8nd'om variations and' proViide ,early
warning of variations which are approaching tolerance limits.
Our Tooth Topography software featUres automatic testingl of
lead and involute at multiple locations and provides two- and
three-di mensional graphics,

SPCAunChau fopo/(lglcal Map

4. Do,you have the technical support team and in~
slallalion experience to back upthe hardware and
software provided?
At M 8. MIPrecision, we have a technical team with over 45
man-years of eXl-,perience in d'eve'loping CNe gear inspection
hardware and software. All software for our ac 2000 System
has been developed in-house. lin addition, we have workingl
installatlons at these leading companies: -

-GenerallMotors • Cincinnati IMilacr'on
• TIRW • Chrysler
- Ford' Motor • Praft & Whitney
- Warner Gear • Rocketdyne

For d'etails on our advanced QC 2000 System and available
~ftware, contact 1M& 1MPrecision Systems, 300 Progress
Road, West Carrollton, Ohio 45449, 513/859-8·273.

M&M PRECISION
SYS1"I:MS -
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UNFAIR FARES

"It's not so much the rocks in the road that wear you
down as the bit of gravel In your shoe, " says the old maxim.
Little annoyances over which we seem to have no control
are the ones that take their greatest toll and raise our
frustration level to the highest point. J feel fortunate to be the
editor of a magazine, so Iat least have some means to vent
my frustration,

One of the pieces of gravel in my shoes is the way the
airlines are taking advantage of busmess customers, If we all
treated our best customers the way airlines treat their business
passengers, none of us would have busnesses very long
Deregulation has hit the airlines, and the competition among
domestic carriers ISfierce, but it is [he busmess customer that is
being taken for a long and and mostly very unpleasant ride,

More and more often. customers who VISitme at my
machinery busness are complaining about the exhorbitant
cost of the airline ticket that they found necessary to buy a
day or two prior (0 the trip. From Chicago, $500 to Dayton;
S655 to Houston or LaGuardia, New York; S700 to Boston
and 5800 to S 1CXXl to Los Angeles or Seattle, and these are
coach faresl

And what does (he business traveler get for these princely
sums? Crowded lounges. narrow seats with less leg room
than the back seat of a Yugo,Jammed overhead racks, filled
hanging luggage space. terrible food, delayed and cancelled
flights, and, of course, a bag of peanuts and a free airline
magazine. because. after all. we are told, flying IS fun.

Travelling coach crass on the airlines today reminds me a
good bit of pictures I've seen of "steerage" class on the
ocean liners of another era. At least our Immigrant grand-
parents could comfort themselves with visions of better life at
the end of the voyage All the busness traveler has to look
forward to is an Interminable wait for luggage which mayor
may nor be there and an Idendcal return trip In a day or two,

If this kind of service were the best the airlines could do
and if everyone were In the same boat - or airline cabin -
it would be unpleasant. but at least it would be fair, As it is.
most often the person sittrng next to you, who stuffed the
overhead rack with all his worldly possessions, and brought
along rus wriggly, moist and sticky two-year-old. has quite
probably paid 20% to 50% of (he price of your ticket. He
planned rus tnp SIXmonths ago and took advantage of afl the
cut-rare prices.

Let's get trus straight. I'm not opposed to grannys and two-
year-oids flying at bargain pnces, nor am I opposed to arhnes
marketing their product the best way they can In a tough
competitive eoveonment. The budget traveler. of which Iam
one for my planned travel. gets exactly what he pays for.
He grits his teeth and bears several hours of discomfort in
exchange for very low travel prices. But the regular business
flyer. who is the backbone of the U,S. domestrc airline market

and who cannot plan every trip SIXmonths in advance, is
being npped off.

The airlines, through mer multi-level priCing structure. are,
selling virtually the same product at vastly differem prices, and
the busmess traveler, who has least control over the CIrcum-
stances under whIch he must make tus travel arrangements.
has to pay the most. Worse yet. as aIrline competition be-
comes even fiercer, it is the busness traveler's rates that are
beingJacked up (0 support the low-end fares,

Frequent mileage programs. which were originally starred
to reward the aIrlines' best customers, the busmess travelers,
are now being used as an excuse to raise the cost of our part
of the fare structure And now. perhaps because the frequent
flyer programs were too successful for the airlines' own good,
even they are being taken away. United recently announced
that It has Increased the requirement for Its top bonuses from
75.CXJOmiles to 250,000 miles. Nice guysl

It's time to bring fairness back Into the allilne ticket pnces. If
businesspeople have to pay premium prices for the necessity
of travelling at a moment's notice. then there ought to be
some additional value received. A busmess class, avauable
now on some International earners, IS one Idea Such a class
should cost present full-fare coach rates, nor some additional
prermurn. Some recognition that the busmess traveler is at
work when he or she is flying would be nice, Uttle amenities
like additional leg room and work space would help a lot.
Better food and drink would be appreciated. Conveniences
like free land telephone lines or expedited baggage pick-up
and speCial parking and land transportation services would
help too,

(Continued on page 33/
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GA15CNC

GA25CNC

t e machining needs,
icuts the leading edge.

SA25CNC

Gear Cut!lng Tool.

SPECIFICATIONS
Max. Max.

Main Motor
Machine

Model Workpiece Workpiece (HP) Weight
Ola (In) Pilch (O.P) (Lbs)

GA15CNC 5.917 .9 6.35 10 8800
GA25CNC 9.8 4 10 17600

Gear Hobbllrs GA40CNC 15.7 4 10 18700
GA63CNC 248 1.S 20 24.200
SA25CNC 9.B 4 7.5 11000

Gear Shapers SA40CNC 15.7 4 10 15.600
SA63CNC 25.6 3.2 247 21,1000

Gear Shaver FA30CNC 12.2 3.2 7.5 11.500

Mitsubishi mechanical and electronic technologies come
together today in a full lineup of the most advanced gear
cutting machines on the market. Whether your requirements
call for hobbing, gear shaping or gear shaving, including
flexible gear manufacturing systems, Mitsubishi offers the
ideal solution for any need. All machines are unsurpassed
in flexibility, speed, accuracy and rigidity - resulting in
new standards of productivity. For full information on the
entire lineup, along with available tools, contact us today.

See us at the IMTS Show
Booth #6392

MITSUBISNI Mitsubiahi Heavy Industries America, Inc.
873 Supreme Drive. B~nsenville. IL 60106 Phone: (312) 860·4220

HEAVY INDUSTRIES, 'LTD.
5-1. Marunouchl2-chome, Chlyoda·ku. Tokyo. Japan Mitsubishi International Corporation

Cable Address: HISHIJU TOKYO 873 Supreme Drive, Bensenville. IL 60106 Phone. (312) 860-4222
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Jne Tool Show
For nine days In September. ChIcago. illinoIs. will become the

manufacrunng capital oti the world. Sept 7-15. the 1988lntemaDonal
Machine Tool Show wJIJoccupy almost all of the 1 .8 mJllion square feet
of the McCormick Place exposmon complex Systems, processes and
eqUIpment from I ,co) exhibitors and covering some 2.CO:::>,CO) sq ft.
will be on display. These exhibits will showcase state-of-the-art
manufacturing technology such as. lasers, robotics, computer-aided
deSign and flexible machining systems and fully automated factories

A new computenzed. touch-screen locator system. with staoons
th roughout the exh ibitJon na II.Will help attendees easily locate speCific
,exhibItOrs and prOducts. In the east and north bu~dlngs of the complex.
product types will also be grouped together for ease of location.

Running concurrently With! me IMrs ISthe Fourth Bienniallmema-
tional Manufacturing Technology Conference. Forty-eight sessions and
more than 200 papers on a WIde vanety of manufactunng-refated sub-

jeers wirJ present the tatesr developments In manufaaunng technology.
Admissiorl to !:he IMTS is by reglstradon only. Those registering before

August: 5 will receive a S()6 discount. Early registrants for the Technical
Conference will save one-third on conference fees.

Show hours are 9-6 daily and Saturday and 9-4 on Sunday at
McCormick Place. just south of the Chicago Loop on Lake Share Drive.

The exhibrtlOn hall is eaSily accessible by botll automobile and public
transportanon and is near major hotels ..restaurants. shopping. enter-
tarnmem and major museums. There is also both direct public transoor-
taeon and major tligtlway access to McCorITJlc.k Plac,e from O'Hare In-
temaoonal AIrport For further Information and reglstraDOn forms for
the IMTS contact: NMTBA. 7901 Westpark Dnve. McClean. VA
22102-4269. For more informaoon on hotels. entertainment and
rransportaton in Chicago. call the Chicago Convenoon and Tourism
Bureau, 1312) 225-5CJC() or the fIIil10ls OffICe of Tourism. rOC01223.<J121 .

~,



cutters and flexo/folder/gluersj ..employing
traditional keyed conneaions between
gears and shafts. In certain locatiom on me
machine we have experienced keyway
failures, resulting in customer dissatisfactIOn
and expensve servce calls.

One option that looks particularly attrac-
tive is the use of intemal loci<ing devices
and shrink disks instead of keys I keyways.
We already use several of these devices in
non-crltical locations. but there is skepticism
that they will not perform in critical loca-
tions in the main gear train. Specific infor-
mation on interna/locking devices and
shrink disks would be very helpful.

Kevin W. Erbe, Ward Machinery Co.

"INDUSTRY F,ORUM" IPrlov,ldes ani
o,p,partunJtyfol' rlead IS to ,dJ'scuss
problems and questions facing our
Industry., - -

PI'ease address your questto.ns
B,nd answ,ersto: INDUSTRY
FORUM.. GEAR TE'CHNOLOGY,
P.O'.,IBOX 14.26, Elk Grove Vllfage ..
IL60007'.

Dear Editor:
Iam inVOlved in a project to ,investigate

altemative shaft/hub connection metflods.
Iwould like to request any information on
these altemative methods to supplement
the investigation.

Ward Machinery manufacruresfinishing
equipment for the corrugated industry (die

I. Fast set up ti
today's more 1.•V'I.iUIRU
changes "'n,1I.Ib1~1'--

production,
• Economical

operate..1 Ideal for all
way.ing:: main1illl_I"".

bingl"I.VersatUe
commodate
for externall'ltriBlnlt'l

lHanslo~d Manufacturing Corp.
3111 Winton IRoad South
'Rochester, Niew York 14623
(1161,427-0660

10 Gear Technology

Could you direct us to a source where
we could get information on the "gear
planer or snaoer 7We would Ilke roger ,in-
formation on this machine for instructional
purposes.

c.F. Fitz. Consultant

Reference is made to your November!
December 1987 issue, wherein you
published a paper entitled "Finishing of
Gears by Ausforming"by M. F. Amateau
and R.A. Cellitci, Unfortunately. the authors
failed to perform a comprehensive ,Irrerature
search which. if pertormed, would have
discovered that a considerable amount of
work had been perfonned with the aus-
forming process on bearings and gears.
The results reported in this literature do in-
deed show an improvement in life ,for
many applications. However, me benefit in
many instances is offset by increased co-st.
Further, in large sile bearings and' gears, the
forging capacity of avafJable equipment is
insufficient to ausform thecomponents,

A 1976 AStv'IE paper entitled "A Life
Study of Ausformed, Standard Forged and
Standard Machined AI5I Spur Gears" by
D.P. Townsend, E.N. Bamberger, and sv
Zaretsky was published in the Journal of
Lubrication Technology, Vol. 98. No.2,
197.6, pp. 267-276. The bottom Ilnefor!:his
paper is that there was no distinct dif-
ference in life between the ausformed and
standard forged gears. The reasons are
given inChe paper.

ElWin V Zaretsky
NASA Lewis Research Center



High Speed Hobbing ,of Gears
With Shifted Profiles

Kisaburo Nagano
Kurume College of Technology

Kummer Japan
Masato Ainoura

Kumamoto Institute of Technology
Kumamoto, Japan

Ab tract:
Most reduction gears: currently manufactured for automobiles and

other vehicles are profile-shifted gea~s. tu
Therefore, the ,authors have examined the ,anmage on hobs for

profile-shifted geQrs (spur and h:eUcal) 'With larger outside diameter
(long addendum) or smaller outside diameter (short ,addendum) to
improve the ,design ,and lengthen the life of a hob.

Introduction
The newer profile-shfted (long and short addendum) gears

are often used as small size reduction gears for automobiles
or motorcycles .. The authors have investigated the damage
to each cutting edge when small size mass-produced gears
with shifted profiles are used at high speeds.

Table 1shows the dimensions of hobs and prcfile-shilted
gears in an experiment. The hob has a module m = 3 and an
outside diameter of llOmm. It is made of high speed M34
steel. triple-threaded, built-up and TiN-coated. (2) In this ex-
periment, three kinds of profile-shjfted gears were prepared:
(A) a short addendum gear with a coefficient of addendum
modification of a=0.5 and a smaller outside diameter of
2(1- a)m; (8.) a standard gear (a =1.0.) without shiH; ('0 a
long addendum gear where (a=1.5) and with a. larger out-
side diameter .of 2(a-l)m. The whole depth of cut is 6.7Smm.
fig. 1 shows the hobbing method. Each cutting blade is
numbered to show the wear of each cutting edge,

Climb hobblng Conventional hobbing

(a) Spur gear

Same-handed climb

hObbirg
Gear"- . r
(RH)

it
.t (b) Helical gear

Reverse·handed
Conventional

hobbing
Hob (RH)

Fig. 1- Hobbing. method.

Table 1 Dimension~ of hobs & profile shift,ed gears

Dimensions of tested hobs:

Nanna) module m 3 3
Normal pressure angle PA 20° 20Cl

Number .of threads 3.RH 3.RH
Outside diameter D llOmm 80mm
Lead angle lA so04' 7°06~
Rake angle 0° 0°
Number of flutes N U 10
Material & Coating M34+TiN M34+TiN
Normal tooth profile Standard Stand.ard

i
Dimensions of profile shifted gears:

Normal module m 3 3 3
Nonnal pressure angle PA 20° 20° 20°
Helix angle HA 0° 15° 109,

Number .of teeth Z 47 47 57
ICoefficient addendum a 0.5-1.5 0.5-1.5 0.5-1.5

Cutting Jengthll gear 1 2.5m 2.8m 2.Om
IMaterial AIS[ 1045 1045 4118

Hardness BHN 180 180 140
Hobbing machine: KS-14, Cutting oil: HS-4M

Standard pitch circle

nJ' ftl' )qI'E E E,

)!! )!! ~cO cO U), ,

(AI Short addendum gear (8) S~ndan:l ~ar (C) Long addmdurn gear

Bobbing of Spur GeiU'S
Generally, a spur gear of carbon steel S45C (A1S1 1045),

which is oft'en used for motorcycle reduction gears and geared
motors, is used at a cut.ting speed of 40-80m/min. in
climb-cut .

Fig. 2 shows the maximum relief wear ot each cutting edge
after 13 spur gears of carbon steel with various addendum
modifications (cut.ting length: 1 = 32.4m) were hobbedat a



0.3

IFllght

.Jl..0rner
E 0'.2
E

o

E ~3i0.05

01

~ J "'" • I
> ~~~~'~~~--' ~'~-=~--=~--'~~.~~

321 01 1 2 3

E 1/\~-- ....Blade number
E ~ -- - ....~ 0.05 -:::_ ~~~
~ I -_
CD 01
~ 3 2 1 01 1 2 3

Blade number
Hob: m-3, PA,2Qo, 3RH, D=110mm, N=,12, M34+TIN

Gear: HA 00, Z-47. b=53mm, AISI 1'045,180BHNI

0. 2 32

Blade number

Cutting eendltlen: Y .. 7Qm/min, f.3mm/rell., Climb

,Fig. 2- The relief wear on 'each cutting edg of spur gear with various ad-
dendummodificatlons (l-32.4m).

(C) Long addendum

gear (/1 .. 1,.5)

(A) Short addendum

gear fa ~ 0.5)

fB) Standard

gear (a .. 1.01)

Hob: m .. 3. PA 20.°, 3F1H, D .. l10mm, N.12, M34+TiN

Gear: HA 0°, Z-47, b=53mm, AISI 1045, 108BHN

Cutting condItion: y .. 70m/min" 'lg,3mm/r'911., Climb

fi'g. J-Damage to, the blade 0.1: where the maximum retid wear occur-
red U"'32.4m).

12 'Gear TecMology

Direction of

chip flo .....
(A) Short ,addendum

fBI Standard gear

(a"" 1.01)

x : The bottom

of the crater wear

<:S
c·

Hob: m-3. PA 20°, 3RH, D=110mm, N-12', M34+iIN

Gear: HA00
, Z'.47, b .. 53mm, A'ISI 1045. 180BHN

Cutting oondition: V .. 70m/mill., f .. 3mm/rev., Climb

Fig. 4-Direction of chip .flow on each crater (Blade No. I, 1-32.4m).

cutting speed of 70m/min,. and a feed of 3mm/rev. There
is little diff,e[\ence in wear at the top cutting edge and the left
comer, but the cutting edge No. lat the right corner, where
the maximum relief wear occurred, is greatly influenced by
the addendum modification. The amount of corner wear for
long addendum gears is the largest. The standard gear (B)
has less wear than (C), and shan addendum gear (A) has the
least wear ..Fig. 3 shows the damage to the blade No.1 where
the maximum relief wear occurred. In the 'case ·of hobbing
short addendum gears, crater wear occurs on each cutting
edge at the top, right comer and left comer, but nothing is
yet broken down. In the standard and long addendum gears,
the cutting edge at the right comer is broken down because
of crater wear, causing extraordinary amounts ,of relief wear.

Fig. 4 shows the depth of crater wear with contour lines
every O,02mmand the direction of chip flow 'on eachcrater
as ebserved using a microscope. In (AI, a. short addendum
gear~cutting chips that come out from the 'top mumg edge
and the right corner flo·w to the left cutting edge, but thechip
flow from the left comer keeps them away from the Ieft cor-
ner, Both cutting edges at the right and left comer are hard-
ly broken down because crater wear is distant from each cut-
ting edge, decreasing comer wear.

On the other hand, in the case of (C). a long addendum
gear, cutting chips flow to the right cutting edge without
obstruction because the right edge does not cut Aocordingly,



Unit: rom
Hob: m-3. PA2O°. 3AH. Da110mm, N .. 12, M34+nN

Gear: HAoa, Z=47. bz53mm. AISI 1045, 180BHN

Cutting condition: V .. 40m/min.,1=3mm/rev., Climb hobbing

Fig. 6-Influence of cutting speed (Long addendum gear, a=1.5.
Blade No. 1, !-65m).

/Q-l.5
_ . i Je a .. l.0

Ii 0.2 V .. 70m/mll~........../
~ ~...", _oa=O.5E __ ~C"
::l 0.1 _-0"" __ "::l9"zl'.5
E-.=.=J=:---- 11-0.5'jij __ -0-----:8'-- V=40m/min

~ 00 101 20 30 40 50 60 70
Cutting length: (/ = Z )(b)( n{cosHA) m

Hob: m=3. PA 2OD
, 3RH, D .. uOmm, N =12, M34+ TiN

Gear: HA 00
, Z=47. b=53mm, AISI 1045, 180BHN

Cutting condlllon: F=,3mm/rev., Climb hobbing

E 0.3'
E

fig. 5-Progress of the maximum relief wear in case of climb
hobbing (HA 00).

Chip flow

the crater wear along the chip flow grows and extends to the
right comer cutting edge. Then the rutting edge is broken
down as the comer wear increases. and the bottom of crater
wear moves along the chip flow as the number of gears cut
increases. (3) In case (C), the bottom of crater wear comes
dose to the cutting edge at the right comer; that is. the area
of highest temperature is much closer to the cutting edge at
the right comer. therefore. the cuttLng edge is broken down
more easily. (4)

Fig. 50shows the amount of maximum relief wear when
gears with various, addendum modifications are cut. Each
solid symbol indicates the relief wear caused by the growth
and breakdown of the crater wear. In the case of high speed
climb hobbing of Spill' gears, the life of the hob is shortened
when long addendum gears with larger outside diameters are
cut. [t can be lengthened for short addendum gears with
smaller outside diameters. The thin line describes the pro-
gressof the maximum relief wear when the cutting speed is
4Om.lmin. Addendum modification has little influence on the
relief wear when the cutting speed is slow. Fig. 6 shows the
damage ona blade No. I with the maximum relief wear
when a long addendum gear (C) is climb hobbed at a cutting
speed of 40m/min. The crater wear grows slowly when the
cutting speed is reduced. The cutting edge at the right comer
is not broken down, even with the 65m cutting length oJ long
addendum gears. But the cutting edge at the right comer is

~ 0.3
CoeffICient of addendum

Modiflcatlon: a

30 40 50 60 70
Cutting length:(/ '"'Z x b x n/cosHA) m

Hob: m '"'3, PA 20°, 3AH, M34 + TiN ,coaled

Gear: HA 00
, Z.47, b .. 53mm, AI51 1045, 18OBHN:

Cutting condition: n .. 205rpm.r .. 3mm/r,II'I .• CorwenllonaJ

20

fig. 7 - Progress of the maximum relief wear in case of conventional
hobbing (HA 0°).

Chip flow

Unh: mm
Hob: m = 3. PA 20°, 3AH, D -11 Omm. N .. 12. M34 + nN

Gear: HA 0°. Z-47. b .. 53mm. AISI 1045, l80BHN

Cutting condition: V. 7Omm/mln.• to.3mm/rll'l. Conventional

Fig. 8-lnJlue:nce of hobbing method (Long addendum gear. a-I .5.
Blade No. 2. 1-32.4m).

nearly broken down, and the relief wear wil1 increase soon
after the cutting length increases.

Fig. 7 shows the progress of the maximum relieI wear in
the case of conventional hobbingat a speed ot 7Om/min ..
Other cutting conditions remain the same. In this figure, ad-
dendum modification is less influenced than in the results of
climb hobbing shown in Fig. 5. The Ithin line describes the
maximum relief wear in case of a hob 80mm outside
diamet.er.(S-b1Fig.S shows the damage to a blade No. 2' with
the maximum relief wear when long addendum gears are ron-
ventionally bobbed using a hob ·of llOmm outside diameter.
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Chip Flow

Unit mm
Hob: ma3, PA 2Oe" 3RH, D .. 80mm, N=10, M34+T1N

Gear:HA 0°, Z .. 47, b=53mm, AISI 1045, 180BHN

Cutting condition: V = 5Omlmln.,. f .. 3mmfrev., Conventional

Fig. 9-Effect of a small outside dial!leter hob in case of spur gears (Long
addendum gear, a-1.5, Blad No.3, i-32.4m).

:E /:1'=1.5
E 0'.3 /
:;; .J!'
Q)

3: 0.2
« .. 0.5E

:l 11-1.0'E 0.1 ' _f't.---JIiiI!I;---- --=a
.~ Reverse-MlldM

con ...enlionaJ hobbing /:1-1.5
:::!: 0

0' 20 30 40 50' 60 70 80
Cutting, len9th:l m

Hob: m=3, PA20°. 3RH, Dml10mm, N=12, M34+T1N

Gear: HA 15·, Z.47, b=5Bmm, AISI411B, 140BHN

Cutting ,condition: V .. 70m/min., f-Smm/rev.

Fig. lO-Progress o.f ,the maximum relief wear (HA 15°).

Same·handed climb ~ Reverse-handed conventional
III

11
E
:l
'0
c:
Q)

'0
'0
<II

1::o
,~

€!-

Hob: mooS, PA, 200, 3RH, D=110mm, N .. 12', M34+TiN

Gear: H'A 15°, Z .. 47, b .. SBmm, AI514118, 140BHN

Cutting ,condition: V.70m/min., f .. 3mm/r,ev.

F!g. 11- Damage to a blade with maximum wear occurred (HA IS·. Blade
No.6, 1-45m).

I!4 Gear Technology

As shown, cutting chips flow straight to avoid breaking down
the right comer of the cutting edge.

Fig. 9 shows the damage to blade No .. 3" with the max-
mum relief wear when long addendum gears are conven-
ltionaUy hobbed (cutting length: /- 32.4m) using a smaller
outside diameter hob of8Omm. The eraterwear is not 50 deep
as in Fig. 8 because the cutting. speed is lowered (hobbing
time is constant), and so the addendum modificationcoeffi-
dent has little influence on it. It is possible to lessen the ad-
dendum modiHcation influence and the damage without
lowering 'the gear product:ionefficiency in the case of con-
ventional hobbing with a small outside diameter hob.

Hobbing of Helical Gears
Fig. 10 shows the progress of the maximum relief wear on

each hob when profile-shifted gears of at 150 helix. an-8le are
cut .. The hob is TiN-coated, tr:iple-t}weaded and of llOmm
outside diameter as shown in Table 1. Gear blank5 are ear-
bon steel (AJSI 1045, 180BHN):, cutting speed is 7Om/min.
and hob feed is3mm.lrev. Judging from this experiment, in
the life of a hob used in same-handed climb hobbing, which
is now popular, much depends on the addendum modifica-
tion. On the other hand, it had little influence in reverse-
handed conventional hobbing. (7-8)

Fig. 11shows the damage to a blade No.6 with Ithe maxi-
mum relief wear after 45m cutting length. In the case of the
same-handed climb hobbing, the amount of the right comer
wear on long addendum gears (C) is the largest. A standard

Reverse-handed convenlion al

Hob: m,,=3, PA 2'00, 3.AH, O .. 110mm, N m 12. M34+ TiN

Gear: HA 15°, Z .. 47, b=58mm, AISI4118, 140BHN

Cutting condition: V = 70m/mln., I .. 3mm.lr,ev.

rli. 12-Dim:tio!'l of chip flow on each crater (HA ISO,Blade No. 6,1-4Sm).



gear (B) comes next, and short. addendum gears show the least
wear. In the case of the reverse-handed conventional hobb-
ing, the amount of comer wear is very small, and it depends
Iittleen the addendum modification,

Fig. 12 describes the depth of crater wear and the flow of
cutting chips. The crater wear in same-handed climb hobb-
ing grows more rapidly than that in the reverse-handed con-
ventional hobbjng, and it extends to the comer of the cut-
ting edge that is broken down, FUIthennore, the right side
of the cutting edge works little, so that the right comer of
the cutting edge is easily broken down. by the flow of cutting
'chips, On the other hand, in the case of the reverse~handed
conventional hob bing, the crater wear hardly extends to the
right comer of the cuUing edge, because the crater wear is
not as deep, and the right-side cutting edge works sufficient-
iy to keep the cutting chips away from the cutting edge .

Fig. 13 shows the progress of the maximum .relief wear
when helical gears (HA 300

, SCM415, AIlS] 4118, 140BHN)
with various, addendum. modifications are cut at a speed of
9()m.lmjn,and a feed of 4mm/l'ev. using a TiN~oated hob
with triple-thread and. llOmm outside diameter as shown in
Table 1. In the case of helical gears (HA 30°), the addendum
modification has much influence on the same-handed climb
hobbing, and it has little influence onthe reverse-handed con-
ventional hobbing,

Fig.. 14 shows the damage of each cutting edge with the
maximum ['elief wear after a cutting length of 30m. The depth
of crater wear in helical gears (HA ISo, AISII045, 180BHN)
is smaller than in Fig. 11, but the right 'corner of cutting edges
are already scooped out-and the cutting edge has retreated
because of the crater wear caused by same-handed climb
hobbing.

In same-handed climb hobbing, the crater wear is caused
by the flow of cutting chips &om the top and th.e left comer
of the cutting edge to the right comer, resulting in. the retreat
of the nght comer ofthe cutting edge, The influence of the
addendum modification becomes apparent at the beginning
of h.obbing, where the cutting edge is breaking down ..In this
case, the wear of the right comer increases in the fo]lowing
order: short addendum gears (A), standard gears (B) aad long
addendum gears (C). But in the case of the reverse-handed
hobbing, the addendum modification has ~ittle influence on
the corner wear.

Accordingly, the authors recommend reverse-handed con-

Same-handed

~ 0.1 climb " .. 1.5
:u V - 9Om/min. /~
; 0.2 Is4mm/re~'
E ./ " .. 1.0
::I 1>''''E 0.1 /'x / __ 0
aI • .0----0-

~ ,~-~-~--~--~20 )0
Cuning length:1 m

Reverse-handed·

E conventionalE 0,3
V=90m/min,

;;; .,'" 4mm/rev.
; 0.2

" .. 0.5
a- 1.0

Qz 1.5

Hob: m .. 3, PA.20o, 3RH, 0= 11Omm, N,.12, M34+TiN

Gear: HA 30°, .Z=57, b=30mm, AISI 4118. 140BHN

Cutting condition: V - BOm/min., f = 4mm/rev.

Fig. 13-Progress of the maximum relief wear (HA 30°).

Same·handed climb Reverse-handed conventional

Hob: m .. 3, PA 20°. 3RH. :0 .. 110mm, N".'·2. M34+TIN

Gear: HA 30°, Z,=57, b .. 30mm, AJSI 411'8, 140BHN

Cunlng condition: V - 90m/mln,. f - 4mm/rev.

Fig. 1.4-Darnage to, II blade where maximum wear occurred (HA 30·,
V-9Om/min, f-4mmlrev., I-30m).
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Same·handed Reverse·handed .'
~ O. J convenUonai ../ a .. O.S

V-130m/min ••/'(S'hon
1- 5mm/rev;.' addendum)

/
/

./.,
/ .'

-,:_.--.-<>-'-:: 1.5
00 2 4 b

Cutting length: 1 m

E 0.1 climb
E V= 130m/min /" '.
m U.2 1=5mm/rev. /' " .. 1.0
~ ...'
E ./· ....D
~ 0.1 ./ :,.P"" ...... ,,= 0.5
"i( ....-; ....
III .:..::.u-
~ O(-1~~2----4~--i6--

12=1.5

Oi=~ 0.2
E~
.!; 0.1
:a
:!:

Cutting length:! m

m .. 3, PA 20°, 3RH. Dc 110mm.

M34+TiN, AI814118, 16()BHN

m%.3, PA 200
, 3RH, D.l10mm ..

M34+TIN, AISI4118, l00BHN

Fig. IS-Progress of the max-
imum relief wear (HA 30°).

Fig. 17-Progress of the max-
imum relief wear (HA 3O~).

Same-handed climb iii' Reverse-handed conventional
o
«

.!..

iii'

~I
a II~
E
:l

~
~
~
g>
.9

m=3, PA 20·, 3RH, D-ll0mm, m-3, PA 200
, 3RH, D-l10mm,

M34+TiN, AI814118, 16()BHN M34+TiN, AI514118, l00BHN

Fig. 16-Dam<!ge to a blade
where maximum wear occurred
(HA 30". V =130, f-5, [-6m).

Flg, 18- Damage to a blade
where maximum wear occurred
(HA 30', V-130. f~5, 1-6m).

ventional hobbing for shifted helical gears. The depth of crater
wear is decreased, and the flow of cutting chips very effec-
tively lessens the comer wear and the influence of the ad-
dendum modification.

Hobbing of Helical Gears at High Speed and Feed
Hobbingat a high speed and feed using a multiple-thread

hob increases production efficiency, however, the damage
to the hob increases ..

Fig. IS shows the progress of the maximum relief wear on
helical. gears (HA 30°) with various addendum modifications,
cut at a speed of 130m/min. and feed of Smm/rev ..in same-
handed climb hob bing. Each solid symbol indicates the relief
wear caused by the growth and breakdown of the crater wear.
When hobbing ata high speed and feed, the amount of wear

JI 6 Gear Technol'ogy

is great. Especially in the case of profile-shifted helical gears,
the maximum relief wear is nearly O.3mm when only three
gears (ip = 6m) were cut.

~g. 16 shows a comparison oE damage to each. cufting edge
with the maximum "elief wear after 6m cutting length. The
wear of the .right comer increased more rapidly in comparison
to Fig. 14 where a cutting speed of 9Om/min.and a feed of
4mm/rev is used. In the case of the same-handed cli.mb hob-
bing for profile shifted helical gears, the cutting conditions,
like a cutting speed ,of 130m/min. and a feed of Smm/rev .•
are impossible for practical use.

Fig. 17 shows the progress of the maximum relief wear in
reverse-handed conventional hobbing. Under such conditions.
there has been little influence of addendum rn.odification. But
when the cutting condition is very severe, like a cutting speed
of 130m/min. and a feed of Smm/rev. for short addendum
gears, a large amount of wear at the side cutting edge occur-
red whenonJy three gears ("" = 6m) werecut.

Fig. 18 shows the damage to each blade No. 12 with the
maximum relief wear when the cutting length is 6m. Little
crater wear occurs in the case of short addendum gears, but
facing the cutting surface. the side cutting edge is much C-OI'I.-

stricted, and a large amount of semicircular relief wear oc-
curs on the relief side, However. the side wear has notoc-
curred in the case oflong addendum gears. Therefore, the
authors calculated the predicted change of each cutting chip
for gears with various addendum modifications to find out
the cause of wear.

Fig. 19 shows the shape of cutting chips from the right side

Short adcendurn

gear (II" 0.5)

Long addendum Standard

gear (12: 1 .5) gear (". t.O)
z=o Upper

surface

ZooS _.

Hob: m .. 3, PA 200, 3RH, O .. t tornm, N=12

Gear: HA 300
, Z = 51

Cutting condition: f - 5mmlrev.

Fig, 1:9- Shape of cutting chips from Ihe right side cutting edge in.case of
reverse-handed ccrwentional nob bing.
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fig. la-(left) Hardness of the right side wear of a blade (Short addendum
gear, a-O.S, Blade No. 12).

Vickers hardness HII (1Kg.30s)

600 700 BOO

2.0
(mm)

surface

E
E 0.3

m~ o.
E
::J

.~0.1
~

Standard hQby'.
./.

/'
/Short pitched..

Short pitch
Culling length:l m (Blade No. 12, 1-6m)

Short pitched hob: m=2,9118. PA 14.5°, SRH, D=1'10mm. M34+TIN

Short addendum gear: m = 3. PA 20", HA 30", Z z 57, AISI 411 B.

160BHN

Cutting eondltlon: V .. 130m/min., t .. 5mm/rev., Reverse-handed

Fig" 21- Effect of modified pitched (Short-pitched) hob.

Standard hQb

(a=0.5,1 .. 6m)
Small outside diameter hob

(a .. 0.5. I= 80m)

• a·.. 0.5
i Standard hob

/
/ (0 ""110mm)
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E 0.2 •
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/- -"

E
~ 0.]
<'II

~ Small outside
diameter hob a = 0.5

___ (O_=!om~>L a~~~.5

20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Cutting length:! m

Hob: m=3, PA 20", 3RH, M34+TiN

Gear: HA30"LH, Z=57, AISI 41'18, 160BrtN

Cutting condition: n=37Srpm, f .. Smm/rev.

n: Revolution ot hob axis

Fig. 22 - Effect of small outside diameter hob.

cutting edge of blade No. 12 under cutting conditions as
shown in Fig. 18, and the trace of the cutting edge ® with the
side wear on the gear tooth surface, The encircled portion
is the cutting zone for a cutting blade No. 12. The portion
of oblique lines shows the thickness of each cutting chip in
axial section at 2,Smm intervals. It is dear that the cutting
edge ,S with the extraordinary side wear is producing the
thinnest cutting chip in the reverse-handed conventional
hobbing of short addendum gears.

Hg. 2{) shows the hardness of the right side wear of blade
No. 12 where it is ground to make it smooth using a micro-
Vickers hardness tester, As shown here, the area of wear is
remarkably softened.

This may be because the cutting edge around €> produces
thin chips at a high speedand feed in the reverse-handed
hobbing of short addendum gears and then hardly cuts in.
It is important to avoid this rapidly growing damage.
Therefore, the authors prepared a modified pitched hob and
a smaller outside diameter hob for the next experiment to
find out 'the effect,

Modified pitched hob. As Fig. 18 showed, the side wear
does not occur in the reverse-handed conventional hobbing
of long addendum gears. Accordingly, the authors prepared
a short pitched hob for short addendum gears like those for
long addendum gears. Fig. 21 shows the progress of the max-
imum relief wear and the damage on both hobs. A standard
hob such as is shown in Table 1 and a short pitched hob for

1SGecr Techno'logy

cutting short addendum helical gears were cut at a speed of
130m/min. and a. feed of Smm/rev, using reverse-handed
conventional hobbing. In the case of a. short pitched hob,
comer wear occurs, but there is little side wear.

Small outside diameter hob. Fig. 22 illustrates the progJ1ess
of the maximum relief wear when prefile-shifted gears are
cut under the same conditions using hobs of outside diameter
llOmmand 80mm in reverse-handed conventional hobbing.
In the case of a smaller outside diameter hob • little wear oc-
curs, and there is little influence ·ofaddendum modification.
It is proven that a short pitched hob and a small outside
diameter hob are both effective to lessen the extraordinary
side wear which often occurs when profile-shifted gearsare
cut at a high speed and feed in the reverse-handed conven-
tional hobbing.

Conclusion
The authors have made experiments on hobbing to find

out how to lessen the damage to the cutting edge of profile-
shifted gears. As a result:

(1) The distribution of crater wear and the direction of chip
flow depend on the addendum modification of gears, and
they have an influence on each cutting edge which is broken
down.

(2) In the case of climb hobbing for spur gears and same-
handed climb hobbing for helical gears, addendum modifica-

(continued o.n page 47)



operatiDa Is the f is the face
width of the narrowest of the mating gears, J is a geometry
factor for bending strength, ~, I<.. K.n and K are applica-
tion, size, load distribution (across the face) and dynamic fac-
tors for bending strength.

Factors Ka, I<s, Km and K, depend on the accuracy of the
mounting. The nature of the application and values for those
factors are suggested in Reference 1. The difficulty related
to those factors does not consist in the calculation of their
value. but in the decision of which value to use. The deci-
sion is often dictated by previous field experience and, since
the factors Ka/K,., Km and K are not the object of this arti-
de, they will not be discussed here ..

The geometry factor J in Equation 1 evaluates the effect
of the gear pair geometry on the bending stress, Before the

teeth root .....
especialJy with gears made of materials that have a low
modulus of elasticity.

The application of this article is limited to the calculation
of the root bending stress in spur gear pairs following the
procedure mentioned in AGMA 226.01.

Equations to Calculate the Geometry Factor J
For spur gears, the geometry factor J is expressed by the

following formula:(l)

(2)

where Y is tooth fonn factor, K.- is a.stress concentration fac-
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tor and mN is a load sharing ratio (mN = 1.0 for spur gears).
The form factor Y which considers both the tangential

(bending) and radial (compressive) components of the nor-
rna] load Wn (Fig .. 1) is calculated by:

y = --,----:1=--- _

Co.s (4)d 1~.X._5_ tan •.(th~.
cos (4)0) l · )

where 4>0 is the operating pressure angle, tPL is the angle
measured between the direction of the normal load and a line
perpendicular to the tooth center line, and X and tare dimen-
sions (Fig. 3) that have to be determined, (PL, X and tare
defined by the gear pair geometry and the distance S bet-
ween the pitch point P and the point of application of the
lead. In this article.The length S is assumed negative when
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Fig. 1- Geometrical relations in all involute spur gear tooth when the center
of the foot fillet radius is above the base circle

the point of application of the load is on the right of the pitch
point P,and S isassumed positive when it is en the left.

In deriving the equations to calculate X and t, the junc-
tion between the involute tooth profile and the root fillet is
assumed to be an. arc of a circle of radius rEcalculated a5:(2)

[
-

2R . (b - rT)2 .•
rf - - r +

N I NI2 + b - ,;J (4)

where R, band N are, respectively, the pitch circle radius,
the dedendum constant and the number of teeth of the gear
for which the form factor is calculated and rr is the edge
radius constant of the tool used to cut that gear, In Equation
4, band rr are the dimensionless constants that, when di-
vided by the diametral pitch, give the dedendum and the edge
radius values in inches, respectively.

In Fig, 1, the radius R, is calculated by:

Where RR is the root radius which allowscalculation of Rz
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by:

Ih 2bJ-Rz -R t - N + rf

At this point, it is necessary to distinguish between two cases:

(5)

1- R, ~ .~ (Fig,. 1)
2- Rz < Rb (Fig. 2)

where Rb is the base circle radius ..

From Fig. 1, in the right angle triangle CZA:

ZA - .JRz
2 -R,b2

and

AB - ZA - rf (7)

where point B is at the junction of the involute profile with
the root fillet.

In triangle CSA,the radius RB isexpressed as:

(8)

G!EAR
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81.5-898-101101 FAX,815-398-1047
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id th - ...11-an _ ,__e a..ll&e I"

(9)

In the triangle CZB. by the cosine law,
calculated by:

f -.- -1 I~B2+ R/ - rf~.·- cos ...::.--=--'=-------'
- - 2RBRz

the angle f is

(10)

The angle a (Fig. 1) is an angle measured between the tooth
center line andaline that joins the gear center to the operating
pitch point on the tooth flank. The angle a is a constant for
a gear pair and is calculated (in radians) by:

a - ~ r tan (~) + ~ + in. (~)- in. (~J(11)

wheree is the amount the cutting tool (a rack) has been fed
in (-) or out (+) from the blank. relative to its theoretical
position, ~ is the tool pressure angle and lnv is the involute
function:

inv(x) = tantx) -x (12)

The operating pressure anglee, is evaluated by:

inv (r:bo) - inv (r:b) + 1
. Np + NG

~

Beas {r:b~. (ep +eG) tan (~) + . 0
cos ('r/» .

(13)

where subscripts P and G refer to the pinion and the gear,
respectively, and B is the backlash expressed as:

backlash (inch) - B/P
backlash (mm) - B m

(m is the metric module)
(14)

The angles O! and r:bo known, the angleE is calculated by:

The dimension CE in triangle CKE, (Fig. 1) is calculated by:

where .", is related to the distance S by Ref,erence3:

'" - SIR cos (r:b) (17)

CE known, it is now possible to calculate the length EZ in
triangle CEZ as:

ZE - ~R/ + CE2
- 2R~ CE cosW (lS)

Since the line segment ED is tangent to the root fillet at point
D, then, in triangle EZD:

(19)



and, from the sine Jaw in tringle CEZ:

,(J - sin -) [R, sin(~)/ZEI

and, finaUy:

(20)

(21)

The angle 'Y is the starting angle of the procedure that
calculates dimensions X and ,t in Equation 3 (Fig. 3). Before
we write the equations Itocalculate Xandt, we should han-
dle the case when Rz < Rb.

When Rz < Rb, the portion of tooth profile that extends
below the base circle is assumed to follow a ra:dialline (Fig.
2). On the base circle, the circular tooth thickness tb is ex-
pressed as: .

Ge tan(p) 1Ii • . JI'b - 2R co,(~) (N + 2: + lDV(~j
The angle r is given by:

,. _ ·t· /2R - 2,e tan (p) +.!:. + '(.l..)
~ b -- cb N 2 mv .'1'

and the angle w by:

From fig. 2, then ~ is calculated by:

e - r + w

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

When the center of the root fillet radius lies below the base
circle, the 'equations tocalculate the angle E have to be re-
placed by Equations .22 to 25.

Dimensions X and It

To satisfythe procedure outlined in AGMA 226.01, star-
ting from the angle "I between the tooth center line and the
line ED,. the triangle ZDE has to be rotated clockwise about
point Z (Fiig. 1) to a new position ZD'E' until the line E'D'
makes an angle''Y' with the tooth center line such that {Fig. 3):

E'l-ID'

In triangle CZF in Fig. 3:

ZF - Rz sin W
Intriangle ZGD':

D'G - I'f sin ("I')

(continued on p.age26)

(29)

(26)

(27)

(28)

Fig, 2-Geometricalrela.tions in.an involute spur gear tooth w.hen the center
of the root fillet radius Is below the base circle

Fig, 3 - Geometrical construction to calculate the tooth form factor Y of an.
involute spur gear (AGMA 226.01)
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A MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAM ...
(continu.ed from page 23)

and

HDI - ZF - Z'G - t/2
(30)

In triangle E'HD':

HE' - HD'It.anh') (31)

and

(32)

and

HE - CE - [Rz cosU) - D'GJ - h (33)

Equations 31 and 33 give:

EE' - HE' - HE (34)

In triangle E'EJ:

E'J - EE' /cos(-y') (35)

G.EAR GRINDING FILTRATION
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Production 'Gear Grinding Maohines
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FDN1:0N INDUSTRIES INC.
P.O. BOX 393 • GLEN ELLYN, ILU 0

312-257-7559
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and, with Equation 3.2.:

JD' - E'D' - E'J (36)

An iterative process can easily adjust the angle 'If' to satisfy
Equation 26 within a given precision. Having found that
value for "y', then one calculates in triangle EHD':

ED' - .JHE2 + HD'2 (3.7)

and

(3 - cos-1 [HE/ED'] - tan-1 [HD'/HE]
(3S)

In triangle EDM:

EM - ED'/cos({3) (39)

Finally:

x - EM - HE (40)

Where HE is given by Equation 33 or, in triangle EHD', by:

HE - ED' cos({3) - h (41)

Placing Equations 39 and 41 in 40 gives:

X - ED' f co~(P) - COS(~j (42)

Equation to calculate ~

The stress concentration factor Kf in Equation 2 is

calculated by R·:~:c.Hl~f:.j'f~jM
(43)

where the constants H, L and Mare given in AGMA 226.01
and reproduced in Table 1. The values of i, rf and hare the
same as calculated before.

Table 1 - Constants H, land M to use in Equa'Hon 44
(from AGMA 226.01)

L MH
0.20
0.15
0.11

14Vz
ZO
2S

0.22
0.18
0.14

0.40
0.45
0.50

Critical positions of :the I.oad
As mentioned before, dimension X, hand t and angle tPL

vary as the point of application ·of the normal load moves
on the tooth profile. In AGMA 2.26.01, the two critical posi-
tions of the load are at the tip of the tooth and at the highest



point of single tooth contact.
For the load applied at the tip of the tooth, the value of

S to use in Equation 17 is calculated by:

S - R [ J ~+~' -co.'(4)) -<0,(4)) .an(q,.j

(44)

where a is the dimensionless addendum constant of the gear
for which we calculate the angleI/!.

For the load applied at the highest point of single tooth
contact, the value of S to use in Equation 17 iscalculated by:

S - Rp ~ ~ +~2 -co.'(4)) -00'(4)) tan (".j
2'1r Rp C05(1/.I) (45)

Np

where subscript p signifies that the valuesof R, a and N to
use are those of the gear mating with the one for which we
calculate the angle.

Equations .2 to 45 completely define the geometry factor
J for any gear pair geometry, assuming that:

• the root fillet istangent to the involute profile,
• the root fillet is a segment of a circle,
• the tooth profile follows a radial line when it extends

below ehe base circle,
• the gear has been cut with a hob.

The equations are valid for any proportions of the hob.

The Computer Program
The set of equations presented in Section 2 to calculate

the geometry factor J is complex. While it would take quite
a long time to solve those equations by hand, a computer
would do it in a fraction of a second. The use of a com-
puter is, therefore, very attractive because in just a few
minutes and with little effort, one can obtain a dozen dif-
ferent solutions to the same problem by simply varying
design parameters such as the pitch, the number of 'teeth,
the pressure angle, the root fillet radius, the hob propor-
tions or others. A graphical solution as described in AGMA
.226.01 would require much more effort and time.

A program that runs on an IBM PC has been written in
BASIC to calculate Y, Kf and 1 by Equations 2 to 42 and
51 by Equation 1 (assuming K, =Ks=Km=Kv= 1.0) for
the load applied at the Up of the tooth, at the highest point
of single tooth contact or at any other position. The calcula-
tions are made for spur gears made of any material.
Although the program does not include strength calcula-
tions, it gives a value for the most probable life of gears made
from unreinforced polyoxymethylene (acetal) thermoplastic
resin. This estimate is based on a statistical analysis that has
been made wi'tha relatively large experimental data set (over
six hundred points). (4) -

Beside the geometric, stress and life calculations, the pro-
gram also evaluates 'the probable running temperature of

T , 125
SP, 973
CII , ACfrAL
III , "frAt
lIT. 31

H~
tff
'R
s· 8'
"U , ,Z8
[ ]£+.7
Z 38'

..,. 2se
J . illS
~LPHA' 21
rile ."12
• ZlII
STIr 2

181

.35
35M1II
37

••• ~Analysts REtsuIts ~~~'"'I • .:. I ..
L 1'1011.• - •• 000h, .t"..... p.1 ....... 5'151.''''9/h·, - 117 ..
Z rlu i_, co.lul S.lren, ,II ,- I2tll. t"'S/.P·. = -- ..
]. h,edd Lih('"l'IlI-oo C<jClell ........ 2IZ·.l]OO ,_ ..
1, n.o.olinl CD"hct utio : -. 1.54.•••• "" Taope :138'JI
b, Act .. I oo•.t.cl rdlD ........ Z.2Z. 1.1t'1I".T_.ptr.b.I('ll' I 191

Press IF 10) To Return to Prmctpal Mp""

I Do you want Ii ()!'mtmg of the result [Y N) "

Fig. 1,1 - Computer Input/output data as they appear on 'the video screen

gears made from three thermoplastic materials: polyamide
(nylon), acetal and ultra high molecular weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE). The temperature calculations are based on ex-
perimental measurements made by the authors in References
5 and 6. The data available permits one to calculatethe
thermoplastic gear temperature only when it is running
against a steel pinion and without lubrication.

To carry those calculations, the program needs a. certain
number of data. Fig. 4 is a photograph of the screen that

University of Northern Iowa
present'S two,

Gear Desiig,nSemlnars
with computer appncations,

September 27-29,. 1988
ana

March 28-30, 1989

TIle seminar offers:
• a bridge between theory and practice
• a greater understanding of spur and helical

gear technology
• lab time to work with gear design computer

software
• instructors with over 25 years of .gear design

experience
• an extra one-day Spline Seminar

l For more information,. contact:
- GEAR DES.I'CNI SEMIINAR

Conferences and Vis'itor Services,
242 Gilchrist

University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls. IA 506114-003,2

(319) 273-6899
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shows all the variables that have to be given to the program
and those of the results that appear on the screen, Table 2
gives a complete list of the symbols that appear in Fig, 4
with their meaning. This information is entered by choices
in menus and answers to questions. Reference 7 discusses
the menus available and the questions the computer asks.

Case Analyses
Equation 1that is used to calculate the root bending stress

St makes two assumptions. One is that only one tooth pair

Table 2 - Variables of the program

MeanIng*
(·Values between [ 1 are default)

Addendum constant HA, PINION 11) -
GEAR (1)-

liP Dedendum constant 8F, PINION (1.25] -
GEAR [1.25)-

5

tip radius constant, R, PINION {.3) -
GEAR [.3]-

Hob shifting constant S, PINION rOJ -
GHAR [0]-

Pofseons coefficient NU, PINION material [.28]
- G!AR material [.28] -

Yeung's modulus H, PINION material (psi)
[3&6] - GEAR material (psi) [350E3) -

N,mber of teeth Z, PINION -
GEAR -

NO

E

z

B
wr
J
ALPfoJA

Gitr face width B (inch) ....

Tangutialload at pitch circle wr (lb) -

Backlash J (inch) -

Cutting hob pressun! ansJe ALPHA (degree)
tzoJ-
Caeffident of friction FRIC -
Oiametral pitch P (llinch) -

Rim stiffness of gear STIP: Solid rim then STIF
- 1.0; Web rim STIP ., U

Lubrication mode, LB, OIL rn GREASE [0], I

DR¥' {-11 -

A'iBlXeat or oil temperatWe (-FI, T-
Gear rotating speed, SP (IPM) -

c-material, GM: MI!tAt [I), NYLON [3], i

ACETAL [5], UHMWPE Ll) -

FRlC
p

sm

LB

T

SP.
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transmits all of the load (mN = 1.0) Equation 2 at the
critical positions. For highly rigid materials, such as steel, this
assumption is usually true. However, when one of the gears
in the pair is made of a material such as a thermoplastic, that
assumption is less well justified.

The second assumption is that the teeth are rigid and that
the most severe loading condition occurs exactly at the critical
positions calculated by Equations 44 and 45. Because of elastic
deformation of the teeth under the load, the positions of the
most severe loading condition calculatedare shifted. The
computer program presented here accounts for the deforma-
tion of the teeth by replacing them with springs and then by
calculating the load carried by each tooth pair at any posi-
tion in the meshing zone .0)

Table 3 has been prepared to illustrate the effectot the teeth
deformation on the positions of load transfer. The gear pair
illustrated in Table 3 is a 20-tooth steel pinion driving an
SO-tooth steel gear. Geometric and operating conditions given

Table .3 - Effect of the tooth deformation on the
position of the load transfer

S*
inch

0.266
0.236
O.2l1l
0.177
0.148
O.li'
0._

"Figures between brackets identify the critical positions.

PINION GEAR

HA= 1.00 1.00 B 0.500
HF = 1.25 1.25 W'T 150
R = 0.35 0.35 J - 0.005
S 0.03 0.03 ALPHA """"" 20.000
NU = 0,28 0.28 FRlC = 0.001
E 3E+07 3E+07 p :=:! 10.000
Z = 20 80 STIF _. 1

(continued on page 30)
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A MICROCOMPUTE.R PROGRAM •..
(continued from page 28)

at the bottom of the table should be interpreted with the aid
of Table 2. The first cohnnn represents 'the length S (inch)
measured along the line ,of action (Fig. l),a~s~mingthat the
tooth shown is on the 8()..tooth gear, Figures betw~ brackets
at the right ,of certain values of 5 in Table 3 are to identify
particular positions referred to hereafter. Details of the data
used to prepare Table 3 are given at the bottom.

For this particular gear pair geometry. it can be calculated
(Equation 44) that the 80-tooth gear make first contact by
the tip with the flank of the 20-tooth pinion when 5m =
0.267". Also, it can. be calculated that the last contact between
the Bank of the tooth on the gear and the tip of the tooth
on the pin.ion is at 8(4) = -0'.229". Since the tooth pairs are
spaced by one normal base pitch Pn (Pn = 0'.295" in the pre-
sent case) on the line of action, it appears that one tooth pair

HOIB,B:INIG F!lXTURIE
Iby IDREW,CO

Drewco Mobbing Fixtures malntatn the
requir:e_d. 'Clloselre~llaUo'nshlip between
the locatlngl surface and. the face of
the gear .. The rug!gl'ed ,j:>lrecision
construction maintains .'he close holl'd
to, "-face "relat1ionshlp, -whether -Iocatiing
on smooth diameters or spline teeth.
The expandlnp a,rbor w.iilL effect!yely
hold a gear Iclank for finish turnlngl,
gearc~mng, ge~.r finishing, and gear
tnspectton operations.

Center Mlndrell • Adlullabl . Holde .... OI1edting F1xWretl
Centering Chllck.- Boring air Cilucks '. Spindle Chucks

DIREWCO
COR PO.R'ATII ONI

PrecIsIon Workholding andl Tool Holdlng, Devices,
37.45 Nicholson Road '. :P.O. IBox 127'

Franksville. WI 53126

Telephone (414) 886-5050
Fax Number (414), ,886-5872
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should carry all of the load between 5(2) = S(4) + Pn and 5())

= S(1) - Pn; i.e., between 5(2) = 0.066" and 5(3) = -
0.028", respectively.

The second column of Tabl.e3 is the percentage, calculated
by the programs, of the tetal load W,t transferred by one
tooth pair as it, goes from the first contact Sm to the last
contact 5(4)' Theoretically, that column, should read 0'% at
5(l) and 5(4) and 100% between 5(2)and 5(3)' As can be seen,
the transfer pointsare not exactly where they should be
theoretically. At 5(1) and 5(4)' the tooth. pair appears to carry
some load, while it should not. On the other hand, at 5(2)

and 5(3)' the tooth pair does not carry 100 per cent of the
load as it should.

The third column in Table .3 lists the geometry factor of
the pinion. Jp,. calculated at each value of 5. At the highest
point of single 'tooth contact on the pinion (5(3))' the
calculated value for JP is 0.339. which is very dose to the
value given by AGMA 226.01. With the aid of the graph
given in that reference. the value of J for a 2D-tooth pinion
driving an 8O-tooth gear cannot be determined with enough
precision to saythat it is diff·er·ent from the value calculated,
The fourth column in Table 3 is the bending stress calculated
at the root of the pinion by:

SIP = WI P W/WI

F JP 100

The table shows that the maximum bending stress 51 = 8
450 psi (58.3 MPa) at 5 = Ci'. Calculations done at finer in-
tervals show that the distribufion curve for 51P goes through
a maximum of 8,800 psi (60.7 MPa) at 5 = -0.025". Using
Equation 1 and a geometry factor JP = 0.339, one calculates
SIP = 8,850 psi (61.0 MPa). The discrepancy between the
stressescalculated by the two methods can be attributed to
the locadon for the highest point of single teeth contact us-
ed. Because ·of the teeth deformation, the program localizes
that point at S = -0.02S' compared :1:0 the theoretical value
5(3) = -0.028" implic:it]yassumed by Equation 1. For the
pinion, the coordinate S == -0' ..0.25"corresponds to a [ower
point on Ute tooth profile than S = -0.:028" and, consequent-
ly, to a higher value of Jp. (See Fig. 1.)

Columns five and six in Table .3 are the geometry factor
JG and the root bending stress StGfor the gear. The program
calculated a maximum stress StG=6,730 psi (46.4 MPa) at
5 = 0...0'58'. The maximum stress calculated by Equation 1,
using a geometry factor 1G = 0.439, is 6, 830 psi (47.1 MPa)
at the theoretical distance 5(2) = 0.0'66'. for the gear, the
position S = O.OSS" corresponds to a lower point of the tooth
profile than S(l) =0.066" and explains why the program
calculates a [ower value for StGthan Equation 1.

For both cases,the pinion and the gear, the bending stress
value calculated by Equation 1 can. be compared with the
value calculated by the p:r-ogra.m by the use ,of a proper value
for the load sharing ratio mN in Equation 2 .. For the pinion r

that value for mN would be 8,850/8,80(1 = 1,11)06and for
the gear, roN = 6,830/6,730 =1.015 ..These values for mN
are very dose to 1.0 because the load on the gear pair is low.
The load sharing ratio would increase at larger load because
of increased teeth deformation, but would cause mor-e inter-
ference. If the gears are made ·of highlyrigid materials such

(47)



as steel, it then becomes necessary to cut the teeth with some
tip and root reliefs. Since the purpose of tip and root reliefs
is to keep the load transfer points dose to their theoretical
value, calculations such as those reported in Table 3 are quite
useless ~cept to give an indication on how much relief should
be cut.

However, when one of the gears is made of a low modulus
of elasticity material, the load sharing ratio becomes much
more important. for example, suppose that the 8O-tooth gear
in the example of Table 3 is made of a thermoplastic material
with a typical modulJus of elasticity of 3,5 x lOS psi (2.4
GPa) instead of steel. Then, the program calculates a. max-
imum bending, stress of 4,100 psi (28.3 MP'a) compared to
the 6,830 psi (47.1 MPa) valuecalculated before, leading to
a load sharing ratio value mN = 1.67 (6,830/4,100). On the
gear, the max.imum bending stress is located at S = - O.014~
which is much lower on the profile than the theoretical posi-
tion 5(2) = O.066H

• On the other hand, the maximum ben-
ding stress calculated at the root of the 2()...tooth steel pinion
is 9,800 psi (67.6 MPa) compared to 8,850 psi (61.0 MPa)
as stated previously, This means that, for the pinioa, the load
sharing ratio mN = 0.9 (8,850/9,BO(). For the pinion, the
maximum bending stress is located at S = 0.210",. which is
higher on the profile than 'the theoretical position S =
- 0.087'. Fig. 5 has been prepared to show the ,effect of a
low modulus of elasticity gear on the load sharing ratio mN.

The value of mN for the gear increases with 'the number of
teeth to an asymptotic value of about 1.9. For the pinion,
the value of mN decreases with the increasing number of
teeth in the gear to a minimum value of about 0.85.
Therefore. in a. plastic I steel gear pair, the steel pinion is
.always more stressed than it would be if the gea1 was of steel.
For the gear, the inverse is true. The geometric and opera-
tional parameters used to prepare fig. 5 are shown in the
figure.

The effect that the Young's modulus of the gear has on the
load sharing ratio is shown in Fig. 6. For the gear, mN ap-
pears to vary between 1.05 and 2. The load sharing ratio is
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Fig. s,-Eiied of the number of teeth of the gear, N2,on the load sharing
ratio, mN

less than 1.10 for gears made with materials having a modulus
of elasticity larger than 107 psi (68.9 GPa); i..e., all the metals
such as steel. aluminum, brass and cast iron. With ther-
moplastic materials, however, most of which havea modulus
of elasticity below 106 psi (6.9' MPa), mN appears to vary
between 1,25 and 2.0, For the pinion, the factor mN varies
between a value slightly above 1,0 when meshing with a steel
gear to about 0.8 for a very soft gear material.

Of the parameters that affect the load sharing ratio mN,

the group (Wt P IF) is one of the most Lmportan't as shown
in Fig. 7 for an BO-tooth thermoplastic gear with iii Young's
modulus of 3,5 x lOS psi (2.4 CPa) driven by a zo.tooth steel
pi:nion. The effect of this group on the value of mN for the
gear is highly nonlinear and more important for (WI P/F)
> 103 psi (6.9 MPa). For the pinion, mN < 1 due to the soft
gear material.

Conclusion
The l:ist of easeanalyses that can be made with the pro-

gram is endless. The few ;exampIes done above demonstrate
that the program reproduces accu:rately the AGMA method
of calculating the geometry factor J in spur gears, but the
work and the time necessary to do those calculations are
gnatly reduced compared to the hand layout method: the
computer needs less than ten seconds to analyze a gear pair
under one load condition. This part of the program can be
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Fig..6- Effect of the Young's modulus of the gear, E2, on the load sharing
ratio, mN

useful to analyze metal gear pairs, The load sharing portion
of the program can also be useful during the design process
of a metal gear pair, but it becomes almost mandatory for
the analysis of plastic gears or pinions. Also, the freedom
it offers in determining the gear geometry makes that pro-
gram perfectly adapted to plastic gearing design, which is not
as rigidly limited by the standardization as is meta] gearing.

The program can be improved in several aspects. In par-
ticular, it would be interesting if it had graphic capabilities.
Actually, weare working on an addition to animate the gear
tooth action. In another Held, it is intended to add a dynamic
analysis module using the spring model that calculates the
tooth deformation, That model wilJ also be used to study
tooth errors and wear effects,
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Editorial
(Continued from page 5)

The bottom line is that the a.rlines· best customers are
being treated shabbily, given KoMart servces at Guca pnces.
The only reason the airlines have gotten away with thIS for
so long is that they are. in a sense. the only game .n town.
But that will not last forever. Surely someone m the aIrline
industry will have entreprenurial sense enough to see the
vast well of resentment filling among its busienss flyers and
rake advantage of it. Some alternative that acknowledges the
needs of business travelers and meets them at a fair pnce will
be found, and when that happens, the airlines that have
continued to ignore these important customers will be left
with a lot of empty seats. It can't happen too soon for me
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The Uses and Limitations
Of Transmission Error

J. n Smith
University of Cambridge

Cambridge, England

Absfr.act:
Transmission error (TE) is described and its

relevance for accuracy, noise and vibration
investigations and production control is
discussed. Difficulties with attempts to predict
TE by computer are explained and guidelines
suggested for the conditions when testing at
zero load can be used.

limitations of speed, accuracy and vibra-
tion frequency are quoted for two of the com-
monly used test rig encoders currently
available.

Introduction
The concept of "transmission error" is

relatively new and stems from research
work in the late 19505 by Gregory,
Harris and Munro.l" together with the
need to check the accuracy of gear cut-
ting machines. The' corresponding com-
mercial "single flank" testing equipment
became available in the 19605, but it was
not until about ten years ago that it
became generally used, and only .recently
has it been possible to test reliably at full
load and full speed,

The ideas involved are new and the
equipment is electronics-dominated.
Furthermore, the results do not tie up
directly with the traditional pitch, in-
volute and helix measurements; there-
fore, there is much confusion and, un-
derstandably, suspicion about the test,
especially as there are not as yet useful
industry guidelines on permissible values
for test results.

Despite the initial resistance, some in-
dustries have found that transmission
error is so important a measurement that
they must inspect all gears, yet some
branches of industry do not need to use
it. The diHerence lies in the varied rel-
ative importance of noise, strength and
drive position accuracy in the branches
of industry. As a rough guide, if drive
accuracy is important or if noise and
vibration are important, it is absolutely
essential to control TE for high quality,
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but if strength is the only factor and
speeds are low enough to avoid large
dynamic stresses, then TE is not worth
measuring. Sometimes it is only neces-
sary to use TE at the developmen:t stage
as a research tool, but it may be neces-
sary for full production checking.

Deflnltion of Transmission Error
Transmission Error is defined as the

difference between the theoretical posi-
han of the output gear if the drive were
both perfectly accurate and rigid and the
actua.l output gear position. m

In a simple case, such as a 3:1 reduc-
tion box, we would expect a 3° move-
ment. at input to give exactly 10 at out-
put, so if the measured output were 1°2',
the TE change would be +2' of arc The
equipment typically checks the correct-
ness of output position every minute of
are, making it convenient to give the out-
put as a continuous trace record rather
than a series of numbers. However,
when subsequent digita1 analysis is re-
quired (though such analysis is often
deceptive), sampling of the numbers is
used to give perhaps 1,024 samples per
revolution of the output gear ..

A typical output from a spur drive is
given in Fig. 1with the short wavelength
repetition at once per tooth superposed
on a long wavelength at once per revolu-
tion, Full scale would be 32' of arc for
a small gear or 10" arc for a large gear ..

It is not very convenient to work in

angular measure for gearing purposes so,
although equipment measures angular
error, we normally multiply by a pitch
(reference) circle radius to get error in
linear terms, usually /lm (0.04
thousandths of an inch). This approach
is slightly debatable academically, but
has the major advantage that we now get
the same "error" figure regardless of
which end is input and output of the
drive, It has the further advantage that
the practical levels of error that can be
achieved for "good", industrial or "poor"
gears are independent of size, in con-
tradiction to the figures in the various
gear accuracy definitions. It may seem
ridiculous that the same drive accuracies
(in /lm) are achieved on a gear 10 mm,
100 mm or 4 m (13 ft) diameter, hut this
happens.

Relevance of Transmission Error
TE simply and solely measures ac-

curacy and, hence, smoothness of drive;
therefore, if accuracy 0.1 smoothness are
important, IE is relevant. There is,
however, no connection fundamentally
between strength and smoothness in a
drive, so TE cannot give information
about strength, and it is very foolish to
attempt to use it as the sole production
control for low speed gears which are
highly stressed.

The only reliable check on strength is
a full-torque bedding check to verify that
contact is occurring over most of the

Is.

1

fig. 1- Typical transmission error trace: full scale (Is) is 50 p. (2 mil) of error,



tooth face, but this is a time consuming
and expensive exercise. Ideally, in critical
applications, both TE and bedding must
be used.

Using TE for accuracy is an obvious
application in industries such as printing,
where register between printing cylinders
must be accurately maintained or the
blue dots may miss the yellow dots and
give reject pictures, Accuracy is typically
50 jUm (2 thou) maintained through
several gear meshes, so that each mesh
may have to be accurate to 151ffil. Here
the important measurement on the TE
check is the peak-to-peak value of the er-
ror, since the prin'ting machine is only
concerned with the worst relative posi-
tion. Usually the once-per-revolution
components of error are much larger
than the once-per-tooth and so dominate
the peak-to-peak,

As far as strength is concerned. there
is no direct connection with TE so it is
possible to design gears which have a
very low TIl at the expense of gear
strength and vice versa. Despite this fun-
damental. lack of correlation with
strength, it is preferable to use TE to
identify pitch errors, since it is much
quicker and cheaper to measure pitch by
using TE equipment than to use conven-
tional. pitch checkers. A low value of TE
(under the correct operating conditions)
at the frequency corresponding to once-
per-tooth on a helical gear pair infers that
either the profile is correct or that the
helix matching is good, but does not
prove that both are satisfactory. Con-
versely, a high value of TE infers a.poor
profile match on the gears and a poor
helix match.

Vibration and noise are caused
primarily by TE, so it is very difficuh. to
investigate or control them without
measuring TE. Although relatively few
papers have been published on the cor-
relation between noise and TE,I2,31 many
checks within industry have confirm.ed

a direct link between them. Gears
generate noise for other reasons, (4) but
for involute gears of normali accuracy
ranges, the other mechanisms may be
ignored.

Noise and Vibration Wnvestigation
\lVhen a gear drive is too noisy or gives

excessive vibration, the initial develop-
ment work is usually directed towards
checking whether there are local
resonances which can be eliminated. The
presence of such resonances can be
checked relatively easily by variation of
the operating speed(4) and measurement
of natural frequency and mode shape is
standard, [f there are no "easy" reson-
ances to tackle, or if the excitation, ofben
at once-per-tooth frequency and har-
monics, is not near a resonance, then
more detailed investigation is necessary.

One approach is to take several com-
plete systems, such as cars or ships, and
to instrument each of them thoroughly
with as many as 50 accelerometers.
Operation under a range of conditions of
speed and load with each system will
produce a frightening amount of infor-
mation which can be frequency analys-
ed, correlated, checked for coherence,
decomposed into modes, etc.

An alternative approach, which is
very popular for work for the state, is
to set up a computer model. A very large
computer with an extremely large and
complex program will compute the out-
put noise and vibration levels from the
basic gear shapes. Large numbers of
variants on the gear profiles, helices and
pitch can be analyzed and the effects on
the final vibration levels predicted.

These two approaches both involve
massive (and expensive) computation
and produce very large and impressive
reports which are very good for reassur-
ing customers that the highest possible
levels of technological expertise have
been applied to the problem. Neither ap-

Fig. l- Sketch of the mechanism or transmission
error vibrating the supporting structUre! and
generating noise via internal and external dynamic
responses.

preach, however, provides detailed solu-
tions to the problem, especially when the
predictions are that noise levels will be
extremely Jow, but the gear drives do not
agree and are not consistent. As this
disagreement. exists, it is worthwhile
looking at the system in more detail to
see why the predictive computerap-
proach encounters dilficul,ties.

The Mechanism of Vibration GeneratIon
Fig. 2 isa sketch of the route by which

TE produces noise; this assumes, that
only TIl is relevant (not true for
Wndhaber-Novikov gears). The relative
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shafts ..The final response of the gearcase
to the bearing forces acting at the bear-
ing depends on a fairly complicated gear-
case shape, hut relatively few factors,
since only stiffness, mass and damping
are involved. It is convenient to break
down the problem into three stages:
• Gear shapes and design to TE,
• TE to forces through bearings onto

gearcase,
• Bearing forces via gearcase to vibra-

tion of support.
Of these three stages, the second is

relatively simple to predict with
reasonable accuracy. The estimates of
mass will be very accurate and the
estimates of stiffnesses reasonably ac-
curate, since only hydrodynamic bear-
ings will present problems. Estimates of
damping will be subject to large errors,
but some reasonable guesses can be made
based on experimental. results from pre-
vious designs or, alternatively, variation
of speed on a test rig will give useful in-
formation about resonances and damp-

ing in the internals ..
The third stage can be fairly complex

if there is a large supporting raft with
many resonances, and concepts of
statistical energy transfer can be useful.
This stage is subject to the same problem
that limits the second one in that predic-
Han of the all-important damping is
unreliable. The difference between the se-
cond and third stages is that it is relative-
ly easy to check the third stage transfer
functions experimentally either by run-
ning the gearbox at constant torque, but
variable speed, or by using elec-
tromagnetic vibrators to excite the
system to check the force versus displace-
ment transfer function directly.

It is the first stage which presents the
really difficult problems due to the ac-
curacy limitations if computer prediction
is attempted. Even for the most expen-
sive areas of gearing, such as marine
drives, it is difficult to measure to suffi-
cient accuracy, however much care is
taken. A rough average rule of thumb for

displacement between the gears (the TE)
excites the gears themselves, vibrating
mainly on the elasticities of shafts and
bearings. Forces are transmitted through
the bearings. to the gearcase at the bear-
ing housings, the levels of force depen-
ding on the size of the original TEand
the dynamic response of the gears~nd
their supports. The forces at the bearing
housings excite the gearcase, and the
vibration from gearcase to the suppor-
ting structure may be attenuated by
vibration isolators at the gearcase sup-
port points.

The two strategic points in this pro-
gression from gear shapes to gearcase
support vibration are the TE at the gear
mesh and the forces which ad through
the bearings to excite the gearcase. If we
put down all the factors which control
the stages, the result is as shown in F:ig. 3.

A large number of factors contribute
to generate the TE, and a relativelysmall
number of factors control the internal
dynamic responses of the gears on their
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gears of all sizes is that
the level of uncertainty
in a measurement is of
the order of ± 1 I'm
(0.04 mil). Under
typical "precision" con-
ditions it is rather
higher at ±2.S I'm (a
tenth of a mil), despite
the claims of the
manufacturers of the
various measuring
machines; it is known
that some of the
measuring machines.
though agreeing with
others from the same
firm, will not agree
with machines from
rival. equally re-
nowned, firms,

This "uncertainty"
of, say, ±llLm applies
to every one of the
many fact.ors con-
tributing to the final
TE, so the uncertainty
in prediction of TE
under operating condi-
tions is likely to be
greater than ±5 I'm,
even when the averag-
ing effects of the elastic
deformations of the

Thermal distortions

Gearcase deflection.

Pinion movement

Gearcase accuracy

Wheel distortion

testing. A disadvantage
is that, like seismic (c)
besting, it needs a free
shaft end for a coaxial
drive to' keep torsional
frequencies high
enough for the system
to be adaptable ..

To date.jhe majori-
ty of TE testing has
been carried out as a
production control tool
in the inspection shop,
either in addition to, or
asa. replacement for
conventional measure-
ment. This type of
testing, is carried out at
very [ow speed~ (10
rpm) and ,effectively
zero torque. The equip-
ment for this is expen-
sive, like aHgear
measurement. equip-
ment, but the t,esting is
so rapid 'that 100 % in-
spection is possible,
and test times of less
than a minute can be
achieved, so that the
cost per gear is low,
The gears are mounted
on and supported by
the spindles ,of th ~ en-

coders and driven by an accurate servo-
controIIed drive which gives a vibration-
free input speed. Output can be dis-
played on a chart recorder or analyzed
digitally.

A single TE test on a gear pair is fast
and gives a rough check on the combina-
tion of helix, profile and pitch errors. fn
this sense it is similar to the double flank
rolling test, though much better in 'that
it gives more reliable iruonnaHon and
detects faults which escape the tolling
check. A good production compromise
is to check 100% with TE checking, since
this is so fast and cheap, and to carry out
occasional helix and profile checks on a
routine basis, or when the TE results
show that something is wrong ..

In contrast, for development purposes
it is sometimes necessary to check at full
torque, and an exactly eonstant speed
drive is not realistic. Furthermore, it may
be necessary to check the performance of
the drive when the gears are mounted in
their geerease. since m:isalignment errors

Pinion profile ace.
Pinion pitch ace.

Pinion helix ace.

Wheel tooth dell.
Wheel profile cc.

Wheel pitch ace,

Internal dynamic response

Antivibration mounts
I

Transmitted vibration

Combined
damping

Fig. 3-factors .aifechng the vibration generation and transmission,

Measur,ement of Transmission Error
Theoretically ,very many possible

ways of measuring TE exist, but in prac-
tice there are very few which will give
a reliable result for accurate gears. The
main methods attempted have been:

stem have been taken into 30COunt. This
level of uncertainty would not matter too
much in a norma] industria] gearbox,
where the typical level of TE at once-per-
tooth frequency might be ±S ILm. It
would matter very much in a very ac-
curate or quiet gearbox, where the re-
quirement could be for an error of not
more than ±1 Ial".

The practical deduction is that the se-
cond and third stages may be predicted
with some uncertainty or may be
measured rather more reliably. Predic-
ti.on of the first stages is subject to. such
high levels of uncertainty that it is dif-
ficult to avoid the practical measurement
of TE for high quality work on noise or
accuracy.

(a) Magnetic signal methods which
"write"a series of pulses onto a
magnetic track and decode 'the
resulting "read" signal. These do not
appear to work under industrial con-
ditions despite development.

(b) Strain gauges on drive shafts. This
approach works for inaccurate
drives with known torsional
characteristics, hut sensitivity is not
good enough for precision work ..

(c) Torsional vibration transducers of
the seismic type. Satisfadory for low
frequency work, but not sufficient-
lysensitive for high frequenci.es.

(d) Tachometer type devices. Useful for
inaccurate work, but not capable of
the resolution toone part in 100,.000
needed for precision gears.

(e) Tangential. accelerometer devices,
Cannot he used at once-per-
revolution frequencies. but might be
suitable for high frequency work.

(f) GraHng (rotary encoder) systems. So
far this approach has dominated TE
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may be important. For testing under
torque it is advisable to run at speeds of
above 100 rpm to ensure that an oil film
is maintained and 'to prevent scuffing
damage to the teeth surfaces. Provided
that free shaft ends are available to con-
ned the rotary encoders, they can be at-
tached to the test rig and give the essen-
tial Wormation. Care must be taken that
the drive and load are at constant tor-
que or the TE measured will be that of
the test rig rather tha_n the gear drive .
Costs are relatively low, since the bask
encoders are notexpensive, and the elec-
tronics is much simpler than that used for
production 'testing.

Limitations ,of Tr~nsmission Error
Testing

The dominant limitation of TE testing
is that it is a vibration measurement and
does not give information on strength.
Critical applications can overcome this
by checking bedding by copper plating
and running under load, but,as this I1~

quires skill and is time consuming, it is
unrealistic far mass production.

Inspection testing [5 effectively at zero
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load, whereas, the information is re~
quired for operating torques, but at suf-
ficient.ly low speeds that the system
dynamics or resonances do not. intrude.
There is no general! rule and so each case
must be assessed separately, but some ex-
amplescan be quoted ..

A vehicle final drive has to be strong
enough to withstand full engine torque
in bottom gear, yet it is normally only
required to be really quiet at 30 % torque
in top gear. As the torque at cruise is
only about 5% of the permissible torque,
the cruise deflectionsaI1e negligible and
zero torque testing in inspection is a very
good predictor of in-car noise perfor-
mance. Any other gears. whose noise
performance is only relevant .at, say, less
than 10 % of maximum torque, will have
small deflections at this torque and so
may be tested at zero torque; printing
machine gears usually fall into this class
because accuracyalone is relevant.

In contrast, a helicopter gearbox is
always operating at full torque and will
contain gears which have been heavily
corrected Ior wind-up and deflection.
Testing at zero torque gives virtually no'

useful infonnation since the character-
istics will be so' different at full load.

Many gear drives operate over awide
range of torque, and there is no
substitute for testing at low., medium and
high load since TE and, hence, gearbox
noise may increase, decrease or be in-
dependent of load or have a minimum
at part loads.

A major limitation of TE testing is seen
when shaft free ends are lnaceessable,
thus ruling out the use of direct coupled
rotaryencoders. It is possible to use a
plain belt drive to a separate bea_ring
block with a rotary encoder at .input and
lor output. This approach gives rise to
two problems: the drive is not exactly
synchronous, so much more complicated
and temperamental electronics must be
used; and, because of the elasticities and
masses of the plain belt drive, the max-
imum reliable frequency for infermatlon
is limited to about 200 Hz. As an. alter-
native, the tangential accelerometer
method can be used, but this needs slip
rings or telemetry to transmit the infor-
mation and does not work for once-per-
revolution problems.

Speed and Accur.acy ,of Encoders
Rotary encoders are remarkably cheap

considering the accuracy to which they
perform ..The market is dominated by the
finn of Heidenhain, who make two sizes
,of reasonably accurate encoders wIDch
are suitable for gear testri,gs.

The smal!ler ROD 220/260 size is
about 100 mm diameter and .50 rom deep
and can operate mechanica11y up to 6,000
rpm without djW.culty. Electrically,
assuming 9,()(X) lines, the operating speed
is limited to about 1,500 rpm fo·r the 220
and about 6,000 rpm for the faster .260.
It is possible to run faster, but the width
of the output TIL pulse is then below 0.5
microseconds.

Accuracy is ±S" of arc which is
satisfactory up to diameters of 80 mm if
± 1 I'm accuracy p-p is required. Noise
investigations are not interested in peak-
to-peak accuracy, but usually areeon-
eerned with once-per-tooth frequencies.
The relevant encoder accuracy is, say,
that. at 20. cycles per revolution and .at
this frequency the encoders will be ac-
curate to better than 0.2" of arc. These
relatively small encoders can have their
peak-to-peak accuracy greatly improved
by using a computer correction on the
results, although this requires pre-



calibration and a cumbersome and slow
correction of the results.

Although the mechanical and elec-
tronic limitation is of the order of 6,000
rpm, the main restriction on the use of
the encoder approach is the torsional
resonance of the rotary inertia of the disc
on the twist stiffness of the 10 mm drive
shaft-This imposes a limit of about 1,500
Hz with a well designed coupling and so
a practical operating limit for tooth fre-
quency of 1,200 Hz or 400 Hz if third
harmonic information is necessary. A
24-tooth pinion at 1,200 Hz allows 3,000
rpm for basic tooth frequency informa-
tion, or },OOO rpm for third harmonic,
so that the majority of normal industrial
drives can be tested.

The larger 800 size of encoder is about
150 mm (6 inches) diameter and 50 mm
deep wiilia lower mechanical limit of the
order of 600 rpm for a moderate life.
Electronically it is similar to the smaller
version, but tends to have higher line
numbers of 18,000 or 36,000. It is
unlikely to be limited electronically by
pulse rate, since it is not used at high
speeds.

Torsional frequency limitations apply
rather low down the frequency range,
since stiffnesses in twist are only about
a factor of 4 higher than the 220/260 size,
but the inertia is up by a factor of 16,
so the torsional resonance will limit the
information frequency to about 600 Hz ..
This would allow on~y 1,500 rpm on iii

24",tooth pinion for tooth frequency; this,
of course, exceeds the mechanicallim.it,
but a 200 size encoder could be used on
input and the 800 size on the 300 rpm
wheel (assuming a S to 1 reduction),
Checking a hobbing machine drive or a
worm and wheel will usually be most
satisfactory with a small encoder at in-
put where accuracy is not important.

The accuracy of an 800 size encoder
is said to be ±1" of arc, and this may be
easily verified by cross-checking iii pair
of 'encoders. A peak-to-peak measure-
ment of ±1" of arc is certainly adequate
for most work up to 0,4 m (16 inches)
diameter. If greateraccul'acy is required,
O.T' of arc can be achieved without much
difficulty either by selecting a higher
accuracy encoder or by corredinga
standard encoder .

Discussion of accuracy should also in-
volve the accuracy of the critical coupl-
ing whichconnects the encoder to the
shaft which is vibrating torsionally, The
coupling must accomodare small
alignments and be extremely accurate,
yet must be very rigid torsionally .. This
combination can be achieved, but very
careful design and manufacture is
needed.
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The following excerpt Is from the Revised Manual of Gear
Design, Section III" covering helical and spira!1gears. This
section on helical gear mathemat,ics shows tile detailed sclu-
tions to many general helical gearing problems. In each
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Given the proportions of a pair ot helical gears in the plane of rotation, to determine the contact ratio:

When, R, Pitch Radius of First Gear

Ro1 - Outside Radius of First Gear

Rb1 es Base Radius of First Gear

rjJ - Pressure Angle at R, and R2
p Circular Pitch

C Center Distance

mp == Contact Ratio

R2 - 'Pitch Radius of Second Gear

R02 Outside Ra.diusof Second Gear

Rb2 - Base Radius of Second Gear

Then,
Rb2 == R2 COS rjJ

Example: R, = 1,000.

rjJ == 20.°

R2 == 2.250

C = 3.250'

Ro, == 1.125 Ro2 = 2.375

p = .3927 SIN rjJ = .3420'2

Rb, = 1.0'00 x .93969 == .93969 Rb2 == 2.250. x .93969 == 2.11.430.

~ (1.125)2 - (.93969)2 + ~ (2,375)2 - (2.11430)2 - 3.250 x .34202
mp == .3927 x .93969 = 1.59
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H'elical Gear Mathematics ..•
(Continued from page 40)

Given the arc toothlhickness and pressure angle In the plane of rotation of an internal helical gear,
to determine iits tooth thickness at any other radius:

'Given t:he arc tooth thickness and pressurel angle in plane of rotation of matingi internal helical gear and pinion at given radii. to determine
the center distanoe at which they will mesh tightly:

When,

Then,

IExample:

When,

Then,

IExample:

Given Radius

'2 - IRadius Where Tooth Thickness is to be Determined

CPl = Pressure Angle at rl

cP2 = Pressure Angle at '.2
Tl = Arc Tooth Thickness at '2

T2 .. Arc Tooth Thickness at '2

If, COS tPl
COS tP2 :=

'1 :: 5.000 T, "" .2618 '2 .. 5.100

cos ¢I "" .93969 INV ¢1 = .014904

5.000 x .93969
COS ¢2 '" .. .921126

5.100

tP2 = .22.8890 INV cP.2 ... 022702

[
. .2618 ]

T2 = (2 x 5.100) 1_2 x- 5.000 - .01!4904· + .022702 = .34657

rl Given Radius ot Pinion N2 = Number of Teeth in Gear

CPl .. Pressure Angle at r and' '2

CP2 Pressure Angle at Meshing POSition

C1 Center Distance for¢l

C2 = Center Distance for tP2

r.2 - Given Radius ·of Internal Gear

Tl - Arc Tooth Thickness at rl

T2 = Arc Tooth Thickness at r2

N, - Number of Teeth in Pinion

C1 COS tPl
C2" COS tP.2

rl '" 1.500

r2 :: 5.000

COS tP,= .93969

INV CPt = .014904

N1 .. 18

N2 "" ,SO

T1 = .2.618

T2 ;: .2500

2'11'(1.500) - 18(.2618 + .2500)
IINV tP.2 = (2 x 1.500) (60- 1'8) + .014904 .... 016589

tP2 =20.702" CO-S tP2 == .93543

C, :: 5.000 - 1.500 '" 3.500
3.500 .x .93969

C2 "" .93543 '" 3.5159
(Continued 011 page 44)1
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Given the tooth proportlonsor a helical pinion and Fellows cutter for an internal gear ,drivs and the center distance, to d'eterrninelhe
shaping dasa for the intemal helical gear: I

I

H'ellcall Gear lM'athematIcs ...
(Continued from page 42)

When, C, "" Cent,sr Distance of Oper.ation ,Ri .. Inside Radius of Internal, Gear

4>,= Pressure Angle of Cutter In Plane of 'Rotation

Rb1• IBase' Radius of P,inion

A1", Pitch Radius of Pinion Where Pressure Angle is 41,

T, Arc Tooth Thickness at RI

Ra1 .. Outside IRadius of Pinion

Rr2 .. Aoot Radius of Internal Gear

A3 ... Pilch Radius of Cutter Where Pressure' Angle is 41,

C3 - Center IOlstance for Cutting

~. Base Radius of Cutter

T3 .. Arc ":ooth Thickness at !R3

Rrl = Root Radius of Pinion tP3 = Generating Pressure Angle in Plane of Rotation

412 - Pressure Angle of Operation in Plane of Rotation Ro3 - Outside Radius of Cutter

F!,tl2 = Base Radius of Internal Gear p .. Circular PItch at ,R3

IR2 "" Pitch Radius of Internal Gear Where Pressure Angle is !p, C.. CI'earance

T2 '" .Arc Tooth Thickness at IR2

Then,

COS 4>2 '" C1
INota: C, must be greater than (Rb2 - Rb,)

Ri: C1' TRrt "" C

P -(12 ... T3)
INV ~3" 2 (A2 _ R~ ... INV 4>1

Rb2 - Rb3

Ca = COS ~3

IRs" 1.750

Ar1 := .3930

Rot : .6180C= .0250. Roa =, 1.875

A.b2 ... 2.1875 x .93969 .. 2.05557 R~ .. '.75 X .93969' ::: 1.64446

INV tP2 ... 014904

T2 "" .3927 - .2000 - 2 (2.1875 - .4375) (.014904 - ..014904) ... 1927

Ri .. 1.750 + .393 .... 025 ... 2.1680
.3927 - (.11927 ... .19635)

INV tP3 .. 2 (2.1875 _ 1.750) + .014904 ... 01i9075,

2.05557 - 1..'64446
C3 .. = .4423.92945 Flr2 ;:; .4423 + 1.875 ... 2.3173

Therefore Ro1 being gr'eater than maximum, it must be reduced to .542
{Continued on, pa.ge 48)

!Flr2 ... c, ...A03 Maximum R01 = Rr2 - C1 - C

IExample:
a lOP

7-35 Teeth

~1 ... 200 Rl : .4375 R2 = 2.1875

C1 =1.750 T, '" .2000 P ... 39.27

la, ::: .119635

RbI '" .4375)( .93969 .. .41111

2.05557 - .411' 11
COS '!P2 '" ;:; .93969

1.750

IP3 =21.'6500 COS IPa "" .92945

Maximum Flo1 '" 2.3173 - 1.750 - .025 == .5423
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tion has great influence, and the comer wear becomes greater
when long addendum gears are cut.

(3) In the case of conventional hobbing for spur gears and
reverse-handed conventional hobbing, the influence of aden-
dum. modmcation is comparatively small ..

{4) Addendum modification has more influence on crater
wear as the' cutting speed increases,

{5)The.reiore, it is true that conventional hobbing with
a. small outside diameter hob forspur gears, and r-ever-se-
handed .bobbing with a small outside diameter hob for helical
gears,ar-e very effectlve for Iessening hob we.ar, even when
both. Short addendum gears and long addendum gears are cut.
Addendum modification has no inflaence on it.
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HelicaJlGear Ma~hematlcs . , ,.
(Continued firom page 44)

II
I Given tM propornonsot a .helical gear and rack, to determine the contact rane between a helical gear andrack:

When, R ,= ,Pitch Radius of Gear

fie = Outside Radius ,of Gear

lAb = Base Radius of Gear

P '" Circular Pitch of ,Rack in Plane of Rotation

q, .. Pressure Angle of Rack in Plane of Rotation

a =, Add8'ndum of Rack

mp .. , Contact Aatio

Then, a + SIN .q,. ( ~IAo2 - Ab2 + A SIN q, )
m,P ". p SIN q, COS q,

Example: R = 2.2.50 Ro ". .2.37.5 Rb .. 2.11430 p ....,.3927 a. "" .125

SIN q, "" .34202 COS q, "" .93969' q, = .200

.125 -I- .34202 (~(2.37S)2 - (2..11430)2- 2.250 x .34202 ,
1.84.3927 x .34202 x .93969
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IULJIRA-ICASIE™
IHiiglhsIP'e,edl indulctiio,n gear hlardenling

cuts, ICOlsts and el,iiminate's. cB,rb,u,r,iizi,n'g'

• IEIi1minates, carbudzlng! ..

• Is easily Integrated into your 'gear
manufacturingl celli.

.• ,Eliminsltes dimen!s.i,onail distortion problems ..
• IReduc.es overalll man1ufacturingl costs.
• IP,r,ocesses.81 wide variety oJ gears.

• Utilizes pllov,en high performance technoliogy;

Unlike currently available IR.F.systems, ULTRA·CASE
50 KHz requires less than normal or no: pre-heat cycle
which often affects core hardness and sometimes can
cause addltiona! distortion,

Let IndustrialElectric Heating put ULTRA-CASE to
wor,k for you. Send' us a sample part or let IJS make
a production run. We can even handlle some of
your heat treating jobs In our p~lant.For more
intorrnation, write to:

The new IEH 50. KHz solid state ULTRA·CASE.
System oNers you surface hardened gears at
production line speed's. UL:TRA-CASE. enab'les you
to harden gears twice as fast as any ojher
comparable induction system with less equipment
and at :Iower cost .

Ilnd:ustr,ialElectric !Heating, P.O. IBox 991,
Warren, Ohio 44482; or call (216) 372-8506,
telex 98 2482, fax (21,6)37.2-8644.

IlfllllfllOll
Industria Electric H'eajng

AN AJA.X MA.G:NIETIHIE,RMIC GIROUP COMPANY
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InSeven Decades
the Basic Principles of Ge,!f Making

Haven't Changed ...Until Now

Introdudng PHOENIX
High repeatability:. •• setup-to-

setlUP and mac:h'lne..ito-machlne'
The variables disappear. Serup in-

consistencies between batches, or
between machines, are replaced
with CNC control oI aU setup
parameters. Trial-and-error adjust-
ments are eliminated, makingl.scrap
a real rarity.

DesIgned lo.r automat,lon ••..,
.now or later

The PHOENIX design. combined
with ,its high repeatability and' com-
prehensive eNC control make it
simple to automate part and tool
handling. Cell and system integra-
tion nas never been easier.

NO 'CRADliE. NO ECCENTRIC.
NO SWIVEL NO 'CUTTERTill.

PHOEMX is a revolutionary
new gear machine that eliminates
all of the mechanical setup adjust-
ments necessary w,ith conventionall
machines used for cutting or grind-
ing bevel and hypoid gears. The
resu.lt: Both uptime and flexibility
are multiplied.

Only 6axes of machine motion
c'reate an gear ,t,oothl,geometry

With PHOENIX 6 CNe-control'·
led axes do it all. The secret is
Gleason's ability to control these 6
axes SOl precisely that the mechan-
ical motions we all know are no
longer fequired.

Changeover
In mlnutes

Random batch
processing' can be as
Simple as calling up
a program and put-
ting rne tooling in
place. Cutter length
adjustments il're ac-
complished auto-
matically. Training
requirements are
minimized.

SJx-!Lm pll'ecl's1onl ellmlnates; ,cradJe.
C"ccentrlc, cuner tilt, swivel ...

lind traditional .setup.

DetaJlsatlMTS, '88
Find out more

abouE now the most
dramatic improve-
ment in gear ,produc-
non in decades can
wol1< into your plans.
See us at Booth
'# 63011or contact us
now; The Gleason
Works, Division of
Gleason COfJ)OI"ation,
P.O. Box 22970',
Rochester.NY 14692
:(716147.3-1000.

Gleason
'Th's WOlrllcllof' Gealrin:g

I 1

"IMTS-'.1 I

.lmIII1DII.l!lQIElIIIlllllll

BOOTH 6301
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